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Today’s settlement resolves the FTC’s allegations that ITMedia Solutions LLC
(“ITMedia”), its affiliated companies, and several individual defendants engaged in lead
generation activities that violated the FTC Act and the Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”). I
write to address issues of individual liability, particularly with respect to in-house legal counsel.
The legal standard to seek injunctive relief with respect to company leadership is a low
bar. The Commission must show only that the individual “participated directly in the deceptive
practices or had authority to control those practices.” 1 This broad standard effectively could
enable the Commission to hold individually liable most senior executives holding positions at
companies against which we initiate enforcement action. But overzealous pursuit of individual
liability could push business leaders to devote inefficient amounts of time to compliance at the
expense of core business issues or deter qualified and conscientious candidates from accepting
employment at firms that could most benefit from their expertise in driving a culture of
compliance. And as a practical matter, naming CEOs or other executives of established
companies rarely will be necessary to obtain effective relief. For these reasons, I have challenged
the Commission to exercise carefully its prosecutorial discretion regarding individual liability. 2
That said, I do not rule out the possibility of holding senior executives liable. In previous
cases, I have voted to name executives when necessary to obtain effective relief and protect
consumers going forward. 3 And I do so again today. I support liability for Michael Ambrose and
Daniel Negari, the founders of ITMedia who managed several of the corporate defendants; Jason
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Ramin, the vice president of business operations of ITMedia; and Anisha Hancock and Sione
Kaufusi, who owned and controlled several of the ITMedia-affiliated LLCs.
When considering whether to hold senior legal executives liable, I am even quicker to
urge the FTC to exercise its prosecutorial discretion with care. As in-house legal departments
grow and as in-house lawyers assume varied responsibilities, questions regarding dual roles can
present complex challenges. An aggressive posture of routinely holding in-house counsel
individually liable could chill frank conversations between lawyers and company leadership and
thereby undermine compliance efforts, disincentivize qualified lawyers from assuming in-house
roles, and undercut the attorney-client privilege. That said, given the facts before me in this case,
I believe it is appropriate to hold Grant Carpenter individually liable. Although Mr. Carpenter
served as General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer for ITMedia and some of its affiliates,
the complaint alleges that Mr. Carpenter frequently acted in a business capacity. For example, he
was responsible for the day-to-day business operations of ITMedia, and he also managed its
interrelated affiliates, 123 LLC and GREAT LLC. Given his alleged participation in the
challenged conduct as a business manager rather than as a lawyer, and his ongoing business roles
with affiliates of ITMedia, I conclude that individual liability is both warranted and necessary to
achieve effective relief.

